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GRAVEL
Manufactured specifically for building
use and general construction work
such as drainage and making concrete.
Our gravel is available in 4 sizes
6mm, 10mm, 20mm and 40mm.

BALLAST
A mixture of sand and either 10mm
or 20mm gravel commonly used
in mixing coarse concrete. Can
also be used in bedding drainage
pipes and as a sub base.

CRUSHER RUN
A combination of crushed rock and
stone dust to create a very lowvoid content sub base aggregate.
Available in 20mm and 40mm

GRANITE
Pure crushed granite ranging in
size from 2-6mm. Used for making
concrete or as a bedding layer
for block paving applications.

MOT TYPE 1
Crushed aggregate from 40mm to
dust. Ideal as a sub-base for driveways
and paths when compacted, with
excellent load bearing properties.

RAIL TRACK BALLAST
Rail track ballast serves as a bed
for rail tracks and provides the
drainage and strength needed for
heavy loads carried by trains.

PACKED CONSTRUCTION
GRAVEL & AGGREGATES
Full range of high quality aggregates for use in a wide variety of large and small building
and construction applications. Manufactured to the highest standards and all CE marked.

LIMESTONE
Available in 6mm, 10mm and
20mm grades for use as a
concreting aggregate.

Sizes available

(56 large poly bags per pallet)

To find out more about our range
of PACKED PRODUCTS and the
best solution for your project call
03444 63 64 65

DUST GRANO 6MM
Grano (6mm - dust) for use in mixing
with cement to make fine concrete.
Place on top of a new concrete
surface and polish for a tough finish.
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